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The U.S. petroleum refining industry accounts 
For about 4 percent of total domestic energy 
consumption and over IQ percent of all energy 
consumed hy the indus?rial sector. The Qe- 
partmene of Energy ~porrs 2P1,:rt the industry 
has made significant strides irl increasing its 
energy efficIene;y. ~fWllJ~!iFi~j its Fsnergy require- 
melrltr; to refine a b;arwl :3f crrrde oil by 19.5 
percenl between 1972 ar~r4 the enr! of 1978. 

Federal energy policies designed to raise do 
mestic energy prices will have a large impact 
on refining in&stry efforts to imprwe its 
energy efficiency. Federal programs aimed at 
improving energy cfficierrcy in industry have 
had little impact c3!1 the refining industry, 
but there are ways tcr improve these prcqrams. 

Federal proyrams to increase substitution of 
COBI for oil and natural gas a1m hawe had little 
impact on the refining industry aind in SOULS 
cases may actcnally be hampering efforts tu 
improve energy efficiency. More mud be 
done to demsnstratc the feasibility of using 
coal gasification technology in refineries. 
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R-l.97477 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report examines conservatian achievements in the 
petroleum refining industry, and assesses the impact exist- 
ing Federal energy conservation and fuel-switching programs 
have had in furthering conservation gains and encouraging 
switching to coal. 

The refining industry was selected to be a case study 
for evaluating the effect of Federal energy policies and 
programs on the industrial sector, because it is one of the 
most energy-intensive industries and is heavily dependent on 
scarce oil and natural gas resources. 

Copies of the report are being sent to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budge the Secretar 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

BOW THE PETROLEUM REFINING 
INDUSTRY APPROACHES ENERGY 
CONSERVATION--A CASE STUDY 

DIGEST ------ 

The U.S. petroleum refining industry accounts 
for about 4 percent of total domestic energy 
consumption and over 10 percent of all energy 
consumed by the industrial sector. In 1978 
refineries consumed the equivalent of 1.4 mil- 
lion barrels per day of crude oil in produc- 
ing refined petroleum products, or about 1 
barrel of crude oil for every 10 barrels 
refined. 

7 The refining industry has achieved significant 
\ improvements in efficiency in the past, and 
I expects continued improvements. The Depart- 

I 
ment of Energy reported that the industry 

L 
reduced its energy requirements to refine a 
barrel of crude oil by 19.5 percent between 

~.~~~.~=&&72 and the end of 1978. 

This report examines conservation achievements 
in the refining industry, and assesses the 
impact existing Federal energy conservation 
programs have had in furthering conservation 
gains. While the report looks only at the 
refining industry, GAO believes sufficient 
parallels exist between the industry and in- 
dustry as a whole to enable the report to make 
recommendations having general industrial 
application. 

The definition of "conservation" used in this 
report includes both increased energy effi- 
ciency and fuel substitution. GAO visited 29 
refiners to learn about the,,&r conservation 
programs, and to get their views about future 
conservation opportunities. 

FEDERAL EFFORTS TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY -~~ -. --- 

( 
,+m# 

Federal programs designed to promote 
improved industrial energy efficiency have 
had little impact to date in improving re- 

#,,,,I finery efficiency. However f Government 

fr?aLshetJ. i&on removai. the report 
cciver date should be noted hereon., i END-80-55 



The current Federal policy of moving toward 
docoritral of domestic crude ail and natural 
gas prices should help achieve greater energy 
savi.ngs by making additianal conservation 
projects cost effective. 

The Department. of Energy” s industrial energy 
conservation. report.ing program-w-the Govern- 
ment’s most visible pragram designed ta im- 
prove energy efficiency in industry--has had 
some positive irnpact an refiners’ energy con- 
sewat ion efforts I( However r the progrann’s 
1980 voluntary efficiency improvement target 
01; 20 percent far the refining industry would 
probably have been achieved anyway L/ 





Federal coal gasification activities to date 
have not been directed toward demonstrating 
the use of coal gas in a refinery since the 
refining industry has not shown much interest. 
However , since coal gas could potentially dis- 
place a significant amount of oil and natural 
gas burned in refineries, the industry should 
not be ignored as a possible coal gas user. 
(See pp. 35 to 37.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Secretary of Energy should 

--Request legislative authority to develop 
new voluntary industrial energy efficiency 
improvement targets in order to maintain 
industry-wide visibility of effort in the 
conservation area, and to provide a yard- 
stick by which to measure industry’s 
progress. 

--Monitor industrial energy usage and progress 
towards achieving the new improvement targets, 
and develop additional programs, if needed, 
to assure that conservation goals are met. 

--Examine the extent to which companies in all 
industries are neglecting to replace old 
energy-inefficient equipment because of the 
coal-switching program, and take appro- 
priate measures if a significant problem 
seems to exist. 

--Take further steps to demonstrate coal 
gasification technologies in industrial 
applications, including the refining 
industry if appropriate, 

The Congress should take the initiative to 
require the Department of Energy to set new 
voluntary industrial energy efficiency im.- 
provement targets if the Department fails to 
request the authority, (See pp. 55 and 56.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS _-m-.-m-- 

The Department of Energy agreed with GAO’s 
assessment that gas produced from coal may be- 
come more attractive to refiners than dir,ect 



burning of coal. However, the Department d is- 
agreed with the report, in several areas. It 
said the evaluations appeared to have been 
made fram a limited viewpoint, and it had prob- 
lems with the logic of the recommendation 
pertaining to developing new efficiency 
improvement targets. 

The Department of Energy stated that the re- 
port appeared to evaluate Federal programs from 
the industry’s viewpoint rather than from the 
broader, more objective perspective of national 
energy considerations. GAO believes the report 
objectively portrays the impact af Federal 
energy conservation policies and programs on the 
refining industry. Certainly any appraisal 
of industrial conservation programs must con- 
sider the views and reactions of those affected. 

The Department stated that the recommendation 
to establish new industrial efficiency improve- 
ment targets was illogical since GAO had con- 
cluded that the 01.d targets were largely inef-~ 
f62CtiVEt. The report recognizes that new targets 
may not result in greater energy savings than 
would have occurred without the targets. How- 
ever-* GAO believes that new targets can be use- 
ful in terms of being a reference point against 
which industry’s progress can be measured, 
providing visibility to industrial conservation 
activities, and helping prevent possible future 
deemphasis on conservation by industry. 
(See pp- 58 to 60,) 
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GNTRODUCTION -- -.----_I 

Petroleum is the primary source of energy in the United 
States, accclunting for nearly half of the energy domestically 
consumed * However f crude oil f as it is extracted from the 
ground, must be altered and separated--or refined--before it 
can be used, The refining process itself consumes energy. 
1.1 .S, refineries use the equivalent of about 1 barrel of crude 
oiil for every 10 barrels refined. 

The U.S. refining industry accounts for about 4 percent 
of total. domestic energy consumption and over 10 percent of 
a11 energy used by the industrial sector of the economy. 
Only two other industries-- chemicals and primary metals-- 
consume more energy than the refining industry, In 1978 
the industry consumed the equivalent of I.4 million barrels 
per day (MMB/D) of crude oil in the production of refined 
petroleum products, 

According to the Department of Energy (DOE), as of 
January 1, 1.979, there were 301. operating refineries in the 
United States with a total operable capacity of 17.4 MMB/D,, 
These refineries ranged in size from less than 1,000 barrels 
per day (B/D) to 640,000 B/D. During 1978, U,S. refineries 
processed about 14.7 MMB/D of crude oil, 

PETROLEUM REFINING FROCESSES -_-.~--- I,-,- ----- ..---. 

Of the several. known refining processes, the major types 
are separation, conversion, and treating. &/ 

Separation involves boiling the crude oil, and permit-~' 
ting it to vaporize and condense at different temperatures,, 
This process yields petroleum products that are more or 
less determined depending on the types of crude. 

The conversion process alters the chemical structure 
of crude oil and results in an increased yield and quality 
of certain products, such as gasoline. There are seTTeral 
conversion processes, 
forming, 

but the basic ones are cracking, re- 
and alkylation, Cracking is the pracess of break- 

ing down large complex molecules into smaller ones, while 
reforming changes 
rings * 

straight molecules into higher octane 
AlkyPation-- generally the reverse of cracking-- 

consists of linking two or more small molecules together, 
using cracking conversion methods, 

BY 
refineries can obtain 25 

to 60 percent mare gasoline than with separation methods, &I 



'Treating crude oil. essentially removes undesirable 
impurities such as sulfurf vanadium, nickel, iron, oxygen 
components, and nitrogen compounds. Sulfur and sulfur com- 
pounds, the most significant contaminants, are usually re- 
moved through various processes known as hydroprocessing. 
This involves mixing the petroleum with hydrogen and heat- 
ing it in the presence of a catalyst to produce hydrogen 
sulfide. The hydrogen sulfide is later separated from the 
"'sweet'" petroleum and sent to a sulfur recovery unit, and 
the unused hydrogen is separated and recycled. J/ 

U.S. refineries produce gasoline, jet fuels, kerosene, 
diesel fuel, and fuel oils as their principal products. 
They also produce lubricants, waxes, solvents, asphalt oil, 
and petrochemical raw materials for products such as plastics, 
synthetic rubber, and synthetic fibers. The proportions of 
the principal products vary with the refining design, loca- 
tion, crude oil source, and time of year, For example, re- 
fineries may maximize gasoline production during the summer 
and heating oil production during the winter to meet 
seasonal consumer demand. 3/ 

REFINING INDUSTRY 
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

The energy used in a refinery is generally process 
heat, steam, or electricity. The breakdown for these 
energy uses witbin a typical refinery is,as follows: Y 

Process heat 65% 
Steam generation 25% 
Electricity 10% 

100% 

Process heat is needed to operate furnaces and heaters 
that 'are used to process crude oil. Steam is used as a 
stripping agent, in heat exchangers, and in powering tur- 
bines and pumps, while electricity is used primarily for 
pumping. 

Refineries use a variety of energy sources to meet 
their energy needs. They are in a somewhat unique position, 
compared to many other industries, relative to the availabil- 
ity of fuel, Since refineries are themselves producers of 
fuel I they can use these fuels, if needed, to replace other 
purchased fuels. 



Roughly two-thirds of the refining industry's energy 
requirements are provided by energy sources obtained 
internal.l.y as a raw material (crude oil), finished product 
(residual and distillate fuel oil, and liquid petroleum gas) 
or by-product (refinery gas and petroleum coke). The remain- 
ing refinery energy requirements (natural gas, purchased 
electricity and steam, and coal) must be purchased. Also, 
many large refineries employ cogeneration to efficiently sup- 
ply their own electric power needs. 

The following table shows the various fuels used in 
the refining industry, and the reliance placed on each 
them, 

Of 

Enercsource __-I - ~I.___ 

Refinery gas 
Natural gas 
Petroleum coke 
Residual fuel oil 
Purchased electricity 
Liquid petroleum gas 
Distillate fuel oil 
Purchased steam 
Coal 
Crude oil 

Refining Industry Fuel Use--l978 -- 

12 
10 Btu' s --..- 

1291.7 
820.6 
394.8 
314.6 

94.8 
57.1 
51.7 
32.9 

3.2 
2.6 

-Tim 

Percent 

42.2 
26.8 
12.9 
10.3 

3.1 
1.9 
1.7 
1.0 

.l 
0 

100.0 

Source: llCrude Petroleum, Petroleum, and Natural Gas Liquids: 
1978 I ‘I U.S. Department of Energy, DOE/EM.-0108,178. 

Refinery gas is by far the largest single source of 
energy in refineries today. This gas is a mixture of the 
gases produced as by-products of various refining processes. 
It is normally collected from a processing unit and used 
either as a fuel for that unit or piped through the refinery 
to fire other units. Refinery gas has a fluctuating heating 
value ranging generally from 700 to 1,400 British thermal 
units (Btu's) per cubic foot 6/ compared to about 1,000 Btu's 
per cubic foot for natural gag, 

Additional significant energy sources include natural 
gas, petroleum coke --the residue remaining after the refining 
processes are completed--residual fuel oil, and purchased 
electricity. 



ENERGY CONSERVATION IN 
THE REFINING INDUSTRY 

This report is an analysis of the role energy conser- 
vation plays in the refining industry. We have examined 
what conservation achievements have been accomplished and 
what the future is likely TV hold in store. Our primary 
focus has been on the impact that existing Federal energy 
conservation programs have had in furthering conservation 
gains by the industry and what impact these programs can be 
expected to have in future years. 

We are using a broad definition of "conservation" in 
this report. It includes both increased energy efficiency 
(use of more efficient equipment and operating practices) 
and mea,sures to reduce the use of scarce fossil fuels-- 
petroleum and natural gas --by substituting a more abundant 
fossil fuel, coal. 

SCOPE 

In determining the current extent and future potential 
of energy conservation in the refining industry, we contacted 
the following organizations: 

--Within DOE-- the Economic Regulatory Administration, 
Energy Information Administration, Qffices of the 
Assistant Secretaries for Conservation and Solar 
Energy, Resource Applications, Fossil Energy, and 
Office of Energy Research. 2/ 

--Twenty-nine refining companies, representing about 57 
percent of domestic refining capacity. 

--A number of developers of low- and medium-Btu coal 
gasification technologies. 

--The American Petroleum Institute. 

At each of these organizations, discussions were held 
with officials and pertinent information and documents were 
obtained. In addition, we analyzed numerous studies, arti- 
cles, and periodicals covering industrial energy conserva- 
tion and fuel substitution. We discussed a draft of this 
report with representatives of the American Petroleum 
Institute, and have made some technical corrections based 
on their comments. 

4 



A siynificant portion of our review consisted of’ visits 
tcr 29 irldi.vidual refiners to l.earn first-hand about t.kleir 
ccnnservation activities D These companies range in size from 
less than l..O,QQI3 R/D to (bver 1.5 MMB,/D and have a combined 
i:rude oil distiJ.lation capacity af approximately 10 MMB/D, 

In additian to visiting large, medium, and small 
r e f i. 171 e r s r we sought geographic diversity as well, visiting 
refiners along the East, West,, and Gulf Coasts, and in the 
Mlidwest a To avoid the possibility of disclosing propri- 
etary company information, we have not linked to company 
names any of the information we received during our visits, 
~rn3.e~~ the information was already in the public domain. 
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{Washington: American Petroleum Institute,- 
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3/U-S. Department of Energy, Trends in Desulfurization - 
Capabilities, Processing Technologies, and the Avail- 
ability of Crude Oils (Washington: U.S. Department of 
Energy, 19771, p. 10. 

4JScience and Public Policy Program, University of - 
Oklahoma, Energy Alternatives: A Comparative 
Analysis (Washington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1975), pp. 3 to 25. 

~/U.S. Department of Energy, Five Year Program Plan 
for Petroleum Refining Energy Conservation Research 

U.S. Department of 

6/SRI International, for U.S. Department of Energyr - 
Market Opportunities fior Low-and Intermediate-Btu 
Gas from Coal in Selected Areas of Industrial 
Concentration (Washington: 
Energy, 19785, p. 81. 

U.S. Department of 

7/The Department of Energy IOrganization Act (P.L, 95-91) - 
transferred the functions of the Federal Energy Admin- 
istration, Energy Research and Development Administra- 
tion, Federal Power Commission, and certain energy re- 
lated activities of other agencies to DOE. 'This was 
effective on Oct. 1, 1977. For simplicity, statements 
made and data published under the former agency name 
#are attributed to DOE. 
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CHAPTER 2 --~-_- ,-..- -. 

REFINERY ENERGY EFFICIENCY: -l_l--l_.----- .--...._ -_.~-- 

STATUS AND POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENT .__-I-"-- .--_1 ....-.--~-~L~-.. . . -- - ___--- 

The refin.i.ng industry has a record over the years of 
steady improvements in efficiency of energy use, and is 
likely to continue to progress in the foreseeable future 
dcspjtc potentially constraining circumstances. F'ederal.. 
acti.vi.tji,es designed to promote i.ndustri.al energy effici.ency, 
hawevcr, have so far had little impact on refinery effi.c- 
iencyr and are not likely to have a large jmpact j,n the 
future a Nevertheless, other Federal energy programs and 
polici.es can j.nfluence the rate at whi.ch future refinery 
efficiency gai.ns are achieved. For instance, the cost of 
fue1. is thf2 1,argest. factor influencing refi.nery fuel user so 
Federal energy policies affecting pricing are likely to have 
a J..;arge impact on future efficiency increases. 

E'AlC:TCIlRS AFFEC311,NG REE'INERY FUEL USE .- .".--.. 1* --.---..-.. -_ .-,. I _..-l.-.-l-_"l.- -____ __" __--__ I .._.___l__l_.. .-- 

There has always been an awareness wj.thj.n the ref:i.ni.ng 
ir~dustry of the need to use fuel. efficiently because con- 
servati.on of fuel used for internal. processing often repre-" 
sented a gaj.n i.n saleable energy products. Nonetheless p 
unti 1. 197 3 y m.i.rrj.mi.zj,ng energy requirements was rarely a 
‘dec.i.s:i.ve Eactor S.n mj.ni.mj.zi.ng product costs because energy 
w ix s relatively cheap and abundant. !-,/ However, the j.ncreas-- 
inq cost of fuel has led, and will contj.nue tc lead, ts more 
efficient use of energy i.n ref:i.nerj.es e 

t: u 1: 1: E! n t I” y r Lhe cost of energy consumed Jon the refi.ning 
process represents the largest single cost element: in operat- 
ing a Yefir-wry. y This was not always the case. For ex- 
ample r one I.arge ref :i.ner reported that j.n 1.970, labor costs 
were the greatest expense, followed by energy costs and then 
mat.r?rii.al costs e By 1977, energy costs were substantially 
greater than labor and material costs combi.ned, Those re- 
f1.ner:s wj,l .I..i.ray to provj.de the j.nformat~~on to us stated that 
energy cosP:,n-; ak"E? t.ypi~cally cJo.se to 50 percent of current 
cQw?rating expenses L (Operating expenses do not. include the 
cost of the crude oil processed through the ref’inr?ry. 1 

other- si~Jn.i.ficanI. fact,ars affecting energy use azI"El re'-' 
f. inery comylexi.ty, '(:ectH-lo10gi.ca3. advances, and avai.XaGi.l~~i~ 
of fuels n 







Use of natural 'gas fluctua!X?s the most among regions, 
from a low of ?.4 percent OI'I the "East Coast to a high of 
39.0 percent on the Gulf coast. On the East Coast, and in 
the Midwest and Rocky Mountain areas, lower-than-average 
reliance can natural gas is largely offset: by higher-than- 
average use of residual fuel oil, Gulf Coast refineries 
use considerably more natural. gas than other refiners and 
also rank highest in energy used per I=-arrelb partially 
because of past fuel usage decisions based on abundant and 
cheap natural gas. 'T-,/ 

Reliance by refiners on natural gas has been declining 
in recent years. In 1974 Over 36 percent of the energy used 
came from natural gas, while tahll.e I shows that this figure 
had dropped to 26.8 percent in 1978, F"rost of the refiners 
we interviewed indicated t::lat .natural qas use would continue 
to decline in the futilre. Such a decli.ne would be consistent 
w'ith p'ast Federal energy policies desigaled to discourage in- 
dustrial use of natural. gas. However r the future of natural 
gas in refinery usage has been clouded somewhat, with new 
Federal pcli.ci.es encouraging short-term industrial use of 
natural gas as a means of reduc:i.r;g U.S. dependence on imported 
0 i 4. " y Government allocation and pricing of fuels has, and 
probably will continue to have, great irlfluEnce Over refinery 
consumption of particular fwls. 

FEDERAL ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO 
iMPRalE-Timi~m~~EN~~-- .-_l__---..___l__ ---- 

We examined three Federal activities which are specifi- 
cally abed at promcjting j.ncreased energy efficiency within 
the industrial sector 

--Industrial energy conservation reporting program, 

--1ndustri.a.l. process efficiencq" pregram. 

---lo--percent investmenf. tax cred:j t. 



--establish efficiency improvement targets to be 
achieved by January 1 p 1980 for at least the I.0 high- 
est ellergy-consmirq industries, 

--identify the major energy-consuming corporations 
wit,hin the 10 irsdustr- ies; and 

--estab3. ish a system fIor reporting the progress by 
each industry in improving its energy efficiency. 

The act. also specified that technological feasibility 
and economic p~acticabi.1 i,ty be considered when establishing 
the i.rr\prrovement targets * 

In 1979, 54 refiners which represent over 90 percent 
of the refini.ng capacit.y in the United States and Puerto 
Rico repr:)rted their energy consumption data to DOE, For 
t,he periiod from. July through December 1978, the most recent 
per iod for which IXIE has publ ished data, these companies 
r epcsr ted an impm: ovemen t in efficiency of 19.5 percent com- 
Fared Lo their energ> 1 effi”@iency in the base year r 19’72 7 
after takiilg into account any operational changes that 
may have ai3c urred *i On an adjusted basis, 54 companies were 
using 4.9.5 percent less eneryy to refine a barrel of crude 
oil than they7 used in 1972. 
~Jiewed indicLx?d that. 

IlohyeQer f many refiners we inter- 
the existence of the reporting program 





fndustry views on the procyram -- .--_ ~_.. .--. ---,- ..-_ ” _-“l”-.- 



Two changes to the program oceuared with the piassage af 
the National Energy Conservation Pcllicy Act of 1.978 (P.L, 
95-619) * The first expanded the ~xogramas scope, No langer 
will only 50 companies within an i..ndustry be identified E1B 
high energy users. The criteria now stipulate that a company 
will have ta report its energy use if it consumes more than 
1 trillion Btuas of eneryy per year. According to a DC)E 
afficial, this change will require 13 additional refiners to 
report their energy use. 

The seuand change requires DOE in its annual. repark to 
the Congress to recommend ways foa: improving the industrial. 
energy conservation program. Accarding to a XKI’E: official, 
this reporting requirement ~~ilIj. a11Pow DOE to recommends if 
de s i r ed I that energy efficiency improvement targets be re-, 
established, 



A second change needed in the reporting program is t.o 
recogni.x;e oil,. and natural gas savings, as well as savings 
in overall Btu ‘8 per unit of input., While greater effici- 
ency af use of aI1 eraergy ~aurces is imperative, the Nation’s 
overriding priority should bei on conserving scarce oil and 
natural. yas reGQurc:es 1) A compa.ny changing from oil- to coal- 
fired beliers may not: save any Btu’s, but such a switch is 
clearly in the national interest and shouPd be recagnized. 



SOme projects in the report coul possibly be planned for 
fiscal year 1980. 

In the study, ‘“Energy Conservation in Distillation,” 
the distillation process was analyzed in refineries, natural 
(gas processing plants, and the chemical industry to suggest 
areas where energy conservation efforts should be directed, 11/ 
In connection with the study, the contractor developed a new: 
more energy-efficient distillation process. DOE has asked 
the contractor to do further work by comparing the new distal- 
lation process with conventional processes. The contractor 
is to contact refiners to determine their interest in using 
this new process. If refiners are not interested, DOE will 
discontinue this project.. 

The study, ‘“Refinery Energy Frof ile, It demonstrates a 
technique for conducting a refinery energy audit by identi- 
fying the large energy-using elements in the refining 
processes. 12/ Refiners can use this study to, help analyze 
their own pzticular energy use patterns and help identify 
potential conservation areas. Results of the study indi- 
cated that the crude unit was the largest energy consumer, 
and as one of its future projects, DOE plans to do further 
work in this area by determining how to reduce the crude 
unit’s energy consumption. 

During fisca.1 year 1979, DOE allocated only $14.4 miJ- 
lion for the entire industrial process efficiency program. 
DOE is allocating $20.7 million in its fiscal year 1980 
budget f a portion of which will be spent for followup work 
on the “Refinery Energy Profile”” and ““Energy Conservation in 
Distillation” studies, and for the reformulation of a program 
plan iri the petroleum refining area based upon the comments 
received from the industry on the “Five Year Program Plan 
for Petroleum Refining”’ report. 

One view on the program from the industry is that most 
refiners have sufficient expert,ise in areas relating to 
energy conservation, and the DOE program has not added sig- 
nificantly to the state-of-the-art in the refining industry, 
Therefore I the program has stat been received with anything 
approaching enthusiasm. 

A.ccosding to a DOE program official, the industrial 
prcseess efficiency pcoqram has had no effect as yet on im- 
proving energy efficiency in the petroleum refining industry. 
In this official’s opinion, industries such as petroleum re- 
fining and chemical are kesitank ts become involvedi with 



the Federal Governmellt for fear their activities will become 
regul,ated u The off ic ial. stated that DOE has had better suc- 
cess with zx.me other industries under this program. 

Given the relatively low level of funding for the 
program and the industry’s apparent reluctance to involve 
itself with it,, it appears t.hat this program is not likely 
to have much of an impact on fu,ture refinery efficiency 
improvements* 

Ten-R_excent j nvestme~t .--1 --.---~-,.-.-.---:L~ 
tax credit .m--l”“.v--.*I 

The Energy Tax Act of 1978 {P.C. 9%618) allows a 
lo-percent investment tax credit for specified industrial 
energy i,nvestments made during the period beginning on 
October 1, 1978, arad ending on Decembelb- 31, b482. This 
credit is in addition to business investment tax credits 
already allawed under existing tax 1.akls. 

Bas ical%y I the IO-percent investment tax credit ia in- 
tended to encourage industry to ~consecve energy and ~onverk 
from oil and gas to alternative forms of energy. 

Those investments eli.giblI.e for the tax credit include 

--aiternative energy property and 

--specifically defined energy praperty. 

Alternative energy pr~pert,y ineludes .boiEers and other cm- 
busters which use coal or an alternative fuel, equipment to 
produce alternative fuells, pollution control equipment, equip- 
ment for handI.ir,g and storage of alternative fueI.sJ and geo- 
thermal ~g~~ipme~.t. Specifically defined energy property 
includes equipment.. to improve the heat efficiency of indus- 
trial. processes, he?at exchangers, an recuperators, 

The tax credit may have some positive impact in ~?ncc?ur- 
agirlg the adoption sf otherwise marginal conservation prlvjects 
that muEd be compXeted qui.ckl.y. Fbweves r most refi.ners we 
t-asked to believe that the credit will not have much impact 
on. their investment deeisioras. First of all, the tax credit 
wi.lI. on1y improve IThe rate of rIeturX1 by 1 UC 2 percent, 
Secondly, the time frame during which the‘tax credit, is 
alllowed-- sl.ightly over 4 years- is nut long enough tcl induce 
refiners to invesl: in new co~s~~vatio~~ projects wale 
project can be campl.eted within the k-year span. 
r-late I.y p major projects in larger CQ panics may require mure 
than 4 years ta c0mphet.e. 2 years may be re- 
quired for approval by the board of directors, another 2 



years for implementation and construction, and a final 18 
months to 2 years for project completion and testing. Thus, 
projects being conceived now would not be completed in time 
to take acivantage of the tax credit. 

However, the new Windfall profits Tax Act (P.L, 96-223) 
enacted on April 2, 1980, has extended the deadline to 
December 31 t 1990, for certain projects normally requiring 
more than 2 years to construct. TQ be eligible for the ex- 
tension, engineering studies must be completed and construc- 
tion contracts entered into by January 1, 1983 and January I, 
?.986 f respectively. This extension should stimulate some ad- 
ditional conservation investments throughout industry. 

REFINING INDUSTRY 
7lY33sERvATm~Ts -.-- 

Many of the companies we visited have institutionalized 
their conservation activities within the company operations, 
either formally or informally, depending on comy?a.ny size. A 
small refiner generally has only one refinery, and the re- 
finery manager or chief engineer triesl without large staff 
resources, to improve the refinery”s efficiency. Jn con- 
trast, the large company has well -organized programs staffed 
and coordinated at the corporate level. 

The refining industry has substantially improved its 
efficiency of energy use and expects to continue to do so in 
the future. Estimates from the industry are that about $2 
billion will. be spent on canservation measures betwe’en 1972 
and 1980. 13i -- 

Through December 1978, DOE reported that the industry 
has improved its energy efficiency by 19.5 percent compared 
with 1972, and all the refiners we interviewed indicated 
that they had made efficiency improvements since 1972. 
Higher energy prices are the primary reasonr and the rate of 
return refiners are realizing ori conservation projects has 
been good. Future rates of return may be lower and require 
more capital-intensive investments since many of the low- 
CQSt 8 high-rate-of-return conservation opportunities have 
already been pursued, Further d financial and institutional 
Constraints may act to offset future gains. However, the 
refiners we talked to were generally optimistic about their 
ability to continue making steady improve The huge 
‘oil price increases of 1979 should provide higher incentives. 



However # same refinery oEficiaXs infarmed us ,that: a 
factor which migkut hel.~ get ccanservation projects funded is 
their low x isk, based on their surer payoff potential than 
other projects a refinery might undertake e 









Increasing demands are being placed on limited capital 
funds throughout. the industry, which potcntiaPly may limit, 
funds availlabILe fclr improving efficiency, The se d marid s 
come from both Gover nnaent and market-place sources a Increased 
invesfment in pollution control facilities and unleaded gaso- 
1. ine production ~quipmnt are exampPes of Gwernment-inspired 
capital investments * FKOrn a marketplace perspective f hswever d 
diminishing suppli.es oft low-sulfur, light crude oil FIFE? forc- 
ing refiners to make major additions of desulfurizatian and 
residual. upgrading facilities in order to process higher- 
sulfur r heavier crude 0 il. . 
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CHAPTER 3 



DEKECT IISE: OF’ CUAL ” -_.-___._ “._ --_-. - .-,- -..--_ ..-..._ * ..-.-._ 



Section 2 sf ESECA states that a prohibition order may 
be issued to prevent any existing major fuel-burning installa- 
tion-- a stationary unit consisting of a boiler, gas turbine 
unit F combined cycle unit, or internal combustion engine-- 
from burning natural gas or petroleum products as its primary 
energy source. Tn doing so, DOE must first determi..ne thak 
the facility has the necessary equipment to burn coal, that 
coal supplies are available, and that it is ~~~~~rn~~~~~~ 
and environmentally feasible to burn coal. 

according to a DOE official, only one prohibition order 
has been issued to a refiner. Moweve r , the order is not yet 
final, and the refiner is contesting the order because the 
refiner claims that the boilers in question, which at one 
time did burn coal, had been extensively modified and cou”l.d 
no longer burn coal. 

Section 10X sf EPCA provides that B8E may issue a con- 
struction order requiring any new major ~~e~-b~r~~~~ instal8a- 
tion to be built with the capability of burning coal, DOE 
has not issued any constructi,on orders to petroleum refineries, 

The Fuel Use Act modified and ex~a~d~~ the ~~~~~.-~~~t~~~~.~g 
prqram in several ways, such as: 

--Facilities can use not only coal but aIs,o alternate 
fwels when prohibited from burning il or natural gasp 
whereas under ESECA only coal or coal derivatives 
were covered, 

--The cri.teria for obtaining ~x~rn~t~~~~ have been 
tightened. For example, firms c;an ~~~~~~~ an +55xeemp- 
ti.oi-2 on economic grsunds if the cost of burnin;~ an 
alternative fuel “substant.ialBy exceeds‘” (by 30 per- 
cent ar inare as interpreted by LXIEJ the cast of burn- 
ing imported oil* 



Those firms seeking an exemption must file a Fuels 
Deci.si.on We~oft, explaining why no alternate fuel can be sub- 
sti%~uted far natural gas or petroleum. Also, they must 
generally demonstrate that available and potential alternate 
fuels have been examined before DOE approves an exemption. 

Some of the refiners we interviewed felt that the coal- 
twitching program could hamper efforts to improve refinery 
eff is: iency e One refiner stated that his company would like 
to replace some small boilers with one larger, more efficient 
boil.er r but would not now do so for fear DOE would make them 
burrv coal iv Another refiner wants to install a waste heat boiler 
as a conservation measure, with minimal amounts of fuel oil 
burned for flame stabilization, but would abandon the project 
if ordered TV burn coal because of the higher cost.6 associated 
with cclal firing. 

One refiner is adopting a wait-and-see attitude about 
how strictly DOE would apply the provisions of the Fuel Use 
A~(:: tL . The refiner would like to replace some old, inefficient 
ga.s turbines but will first allow some other larger refiners 
tcr test TKXi’s exemption process. 

To date the coal-switching program has not achieved any 
oil and gas savings in the refining industry. Whether or not 
the pcogram~ as revised by the Fuel Use Act, will have a 
greater impact on the industry in the future depends on sev- 
eral fizctors. The first factor is how strictly DOE will 
administer the program. DOE has been meeting with several. 
refiners desiring to construct new facilities fueled by re- 
finery wat5t-e roducts. DOE has to decide whether these 
waste products are Pn fact unmarketable, which would quaXify 
them as alternative fuels. Secondly, the future success of 
k:ne coal-switching program depends on whether the industry 
uXtim3tel.y commits itself to greater coal use. iit is appar- 
ent that the industry will not voluntarily switch to coal. 
as 1.ony as it considers oil and gas more desirable to use, 
ecora~m~.ca~ ly and operationally, 

Limitat ions t3r-i the -$-5-~J--f-f-&--“a”f-‘~- 
-“,” I- -,, *..*lll-. u.-wIII(.-l-l-. 

Some refinery officials we talked to strongly opposed 
the direct use of coal in refineries, and those refiners 
currently not using coal had no plansI at least througn 1985, 
far using coal, 



-“-‘-Phys ical 1 imitations I 

i.nstnl ling cual-burning equipment is the ~,~~~att~~~~~~~~t provi- 
Sian of ttie Gll.ean Air Act, as amended (42 u .s,+c. 75018 et 
seg,), The act precludes construction or expansian oE any 
facility t:kat emits a pollutant in a nanattainment area--a 
cTecj;ior~ where air quality standards have not bee~ll met fslr one 
or more po%l”utants --unless an offset: is found far the new 
saurzce of pollution. Qver 80 percent af domestic refini.ng 
capacity is in nonattainment areas. 2/ Under the curr+znt 
affset provision, if a company is al,lowed to coristruct or 
expand a xef inery in a nonattainment area, it has to more 
than offset the new pollutants by reducing the emisss.ioa~s from 
either .its awn facilities in the area or pcassibly 1::hose uf 
other companies. 

According to one refiner we interviewed, ~~v~~~~rne~ta~ 
regulations have also resulted in refineries that Once hiurncd 
csal switching back to using oil, This refiner has thcec 
ref.i,ner ies ,f one of which is located in a coal. field a.nd was 
built to hum caal. The refiner stated that env jr0nruental 
regulations forced the refirmery to switch to burr:ing oil, and 
that t:he company cauld save $5(20,000 a year in fu62el. costs; if 
it cc1111d switch hack to coal a 





that” geographical area Ir an unmar ketabke wast.e product! ZIS a 
standby, This compm-~y rejected spend.in.g more than $33 !c:i131ior 
to buy and build auxiliary coal. facilities, Anothesr r:e- 
finer I in 1934r considered switching to coaY as boiier fuel 
and sel1.i.q its natural. gas on the open market, but di.d not, 
because an economic ana%ysis showed it to be only “marginaLPy 
prsfitable,” Two years lat,erp the feasibility of this proj- 
ect was updated, and showed that it wau$d have had a negative 
rate of return because the spread in the cast per Bt~n of coal 
versus natural gas had since narrowed, In hindsight, this 
company cancluded it was a good thinc; it has not swi.t;chcd tcs 
coa 1. . 

Further limiting the potential for coal-fired boilers 
is the fact that most refineries do nat” need to purchase 
boiler fuel. because they are self-sufficient I Emsir-lig irlternally 
generated refinery gas and petroleum coke since the market Par 
these products is I.imited) S Also, many refineries are usixq 
It-2 ss and less steam from boi.1er:s as their energy conservation 
projects shaw results, and as steam drivers are repl.aced with 
more efficient electric motors * 

Anot,her reason for the limited patenti.al of using crsal 
as a boiler fuel. in refineries is that not all boilers USE! 
fuel. of any sort, “waste heat’” boil,ers extract heat from 
the hot refined products, which is then \ised to geraf?ra.te 
steam * Scme sef her ies have functiorned for years generating 
steam. in this manner having no direct-fired bcsilers, 
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Federal d.ow- and med ium-Btu ------------- -1__- 
coal gaslflcatisn programs ~---l_--.-.- --.-_-----1 

DOE; has several programs aimed at examining indtisltrial 
and uti.l.ity l;se of low- and medium-Btu gas. DOE divides the 
programs into three separate areas: 

---Resear’ch and development. 

--Demonstration, 

---Commercial application. 

To date, these prlcrgrarns have had limit.ed involvement with the 
refining industry. 

Research and deveI~"ent --.._..--.-----v....- -_I___ 

The ob:jectiwes of DIICPE'S law- and med ium-Btez coal gas if i- 
cati.nn research and develcpment activities are to 

--devel.op new ~~asifiication processesl 

3 ES 



The major objective of DOE"s low- and medium-Btu coal 
gasification demonstration activity is to demanstxate the 
technical and economic feasibility of replacing nat.ura% gas 
and oil with coal gas in large-sca%e industrial and utility 
applications, so far, DOE has not directly involved the 
refining industry in any demonstration projects, According 
to a DOE official, all industrial and utility groups were 
afforded the opportunity to bid for a contract when DQE ad- 
vertised a request for proposal in 1976 for generati~on of 
lOW- and med ium-Btu gas, but nobody from the refining indus- 
try rresponded, 

CuxrentZy, DOE is funding two medium-Btu coal gas demon- 
stratiam projects, one of which has a potential. refinery 
appllication O The project, sponsored by Memphis PowerF Light, 
Gas f and Water Company, is to have Delta Refining Company, 
(one of the subcontractors) operating the plant WhiCkl wili 
furnish coal gas for a planned industrial park, Hawever 3' 
Re3.t.a has not indicated whether it will. be a definite user 
crsf this gas. 

For fiscal, years I.980 and 1981, WE requested FIQ money 
from the Congress for its low- and medium-Btu coal gasifica- 
ti.an dem0nstratian activities. According to DOE afficiaILs, 
prior year appropriations axe sufficient to carry its aetiv- 
it,ies through fiscal year 1980, but no definite decisia,:, 
have been made to continue funding beyond 1980, 
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coal. sQMrce!3~ are alsa the sites af a number of existing 
refineriE?s. However J the study predicted that the tefining 
inciustry is not PikeXy to be an early adopter of gasifica- 
tion t.echm:rlogies mairnly because of their reliance on by- 
prodrzct. fuels fii-om the refining processes. 

Far fiscal year 1980, DOE is funding eight separate 
studies wfiich will explore site-specific low- and medium-Btu 
gas industcial applicati,ons. DOE will make the results of 
the stud.i,cs available to industries considering u.sing coal 
gas n 

Two of the eight studies will deal with potential refin- 
ery a~plieations of low- and medium-Btu gas. IA ane study 
the feasibility of a gasification plant supplying medium-Btu 
g a s made frcsm coal and petroleum coke to a nearby refinery 
and electric utility wiJ,,l be explored. The second study will 
examine the feasibility of blending medium-Btu gas with ex- 
cess’ refinery gas from a refinery and supplying it to a sec- 
QK”id refiwzry, 

Up until now Federal commercialization activities f-nave 
been 1 inri ted t.o the funding of studies c Proposed and recently 
en,acted legislation may change this rolel however. The admin- 
istrat.lon s 8 proposed Synthetic Fue 1 corporation (5.932) is 
designed tcr provide financial assistance for developing alter- 
native fuels. Although the Corporation has not yet been 
created, th.e fiscal year 1980 interior appropriation bill 
( P * .I* 0 !16--126) already provides $2.2 billion for purchase com- 
mitments, price guarantees, feasibility studies, and cost- 
sharing arrangements with industry, all to spur the commer- 
cialization of alternate fuelsI including gases made from 
coal * DOE already solicited proposals for feasibility studies 
and cooperative agreements from industry in February and in,- 
tendis to issue other proposals such as loan guarantees and 
price purchase supparts in May or June. If an industry wants 
ta build a law- OK medium-Btu coal gas commerciaP plant, it 
may saon be able to receive direct financial. incentives from 
t..he Pede r al Gove L”nmen t * 

Cual cp3i.E icatiora -WI”- -,y”y-“““.7- 
~ommerc~al~aat.ron prospects -m-,---“-.Y-.--. 

Mare widespread adoption of coal gasification technslo- 
gies by industry is expected during the 1980s, One study 
predicted that, with no addi’tional. “Federal initiatives, 
indwstnry s s interest in gasification technolagies should in- 
crease moderately # and that by 1985 there might be 10 to 20 
Low--E3tu plerlts and 2. to 3 medium-Bitu gasification plants iA 
or near caperatisn. P2/ ~,-_^ 
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While there are a number of exis~t:.i.ng proven gasifica.- 
tiun technalogies available, as evidenced by plants operat- 
ing both in the United States and in other countries, the 
overall technology is not yet considered to be commercially 
viable on a wide scale in this country. T%ere are several 
gasi.fiers currently in commercial operation in the ',!ni,ted 
states e However, in most cases the companies using the tech- 
nology had histories of natural. gas interruptti.C:3Ils and tllus 
were motivated by a desi.re for fuel security rather: than the 
economics of the gasification processes. 131 -_--' 

The major constraint to increased commercial. coal gasi- 
fication activity is economic, although there are also some 
technical and environmental problems to be overcome. 

Major economic factors influencing cam~!ercializatlon 
are 

-"-~total. investment capital required, 

--price competitiveness of the product produced, and 

--##investment risk associated with a new industry. 

‘ll’hc2 It. e c:hn j, c a L cons t. r a in trs associated with the commereial- 
izatiorl of coal gasification technologies are mare ,-ne~~hani.caE 
thiar1 t"hec:rct:ica1 in nature f and include the .fc~ll.owing. 

*--t~pgradi.ng and improving known gas;.ficaC.on pxzesses. 
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This venture would use prciven technology s Thus f tech- 
nQlogieal.. feasibility of the ga.sification process is not a 
potential., impediment 5 





For optimal economies of scale, it will probably be 
necessary for a medium-Btu gasification plant to serve more 
than one refinery or other industrial user, as the proposed 
Exxon facility would do. Such arrangements would generally 
serve the refining industry well, since logistically the 
industry generally consists of several refineries located 
near other energy-intensive industries. 

Constraints to use of 
zntheticfuels fr%coal -- 

Continued reliance by the refining industry on by- 
products, such as refinery gas, for fuel will limit the con- 
tribution coal gas can make. Refinery gas commonly accounts 
for one-third to one-half of a refinery’s fuel requirements. 

Most of the refiners we interviewed expect their reli- 
ance on refinery gas to increase through 1985 since,produc- 
tion of unleaded gasoline will be increasing, and refinery 
gas is a by-product of the current processes used to make 
unleaded gasoline. While it certainly makes sense for re- 
finers to use, as energy saurces, by-products that otherwise 
might have little value, refinery gas is not an entirely free 
source of energy. One refiner informed us that he is using 
less natural gas now because of increased production of re- 
finery gas during the making of unleaded gasoline. HOWEtV@IC~ 
his yield of gasoline has dropped since more crude oil is 
needed to make unleaded gasoline than an equivalent amount of 
leaded gasoline. Continued crude oil price increases may 
make it profitable to process refinery gas into saleable 
products or devise processes that produce less refinery gas. 
In the short runl however, refinery gas will continue to be 
burned as a refinery fuel and thus will limit the marketabil- 
ity of coal gas. 

Refining industry’s comments -- -- - 

Petroleum refiners we talked to have no plans to adopt 
coal. gasification technologies for fueling their refineries, 
but appear to favor coal gasification over the direct burning 
of coal. Many of the refiners interviewed agreed that a gasi- 
fication facility producing low- or medium-Btu gas could be 
used to displace natural gas and/or fuel oil in refineries. 
When asked how they would use coal, assuming economic competi- 
tiveness and capital availability, most of the refiners gen- 
erally felt coal gasification would be preferred to direct 
combustion largely because of its favorable environmental 
characteristics. Small and large refiners alike favored the 
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idea of a vendor furnishing medium-Btu gas to the refinery 
si.mii3.ar to natural gas service. This generally favorable 
at.t.itude contrasted sharply to the generally unfavorable 
response toward the direct burning of coal, even in bailers. 

The most frequently cited barrier to using coal gas is 
its uncertain competitive status with other fuels. There is 
no incentive to switch to coal if natural gas and oil prices 
remain cheaper. One report found that industrial fuel con- 
sumers seldom acknowledged a willingness to pay more for 
coal-based energy than far oil and natural gas. 17’1 Further, 
even if no cost disparity existed, conventional Gergy 
saurces p especially natural gas because of its ideal burning 
characteristi.cs, would still be preferred, 

Several companies indicated that they could operate on 
little OT no natural gas if forced to do soI and that resi- 
dual. fuel oil. would be used if natural gas were not available. 
These statements support the conclusion reached by one study 
about residual fuel becoming the marginal fuel, and have an 
important bearing an the interfuel economics between ail and 
natural gas, and coal gas. It appears that the price of coal 
gas may be insensitive to natural gas prices since this will 
nat be the standard of economic comparison against which coal 
gas will be measured. Rather r the marketabil.ity of coal gas 
may be sensitive to the price of residual. fuel oil because 
this energy source may provide the standard of economic com- 
parison in the future, 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN HELPING ACHIEVE _--v--e -- --- 

GREATER ENERGY SAVINGS IN REFINERIES ------P-w- -- 

What should be the Federal role in assisting the refin- 
ing industry in becoming both more energy efficient and more 
committed to the use of coal? This question receives a wide 
range of responses depending on the attitudes and background 
of those answering the question. This chapter contains some 
views of the refiners we interviewed on what the Federal role 
should be, along with a discussion of various other options 
available. Unfortunately, we could not identify options 
available that will (1) result in immediate significant energy 
savings and (2) not have economic and political consequences. 
All of the options available to the Government will be opposed 
by one group or another. 

INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCY -- -------- --"- 

We received a variety of responses from refiners with 
no one answer predominating on the question of what the 
Government could do to enable them to become more energy 
efficient. Predictably, however, the general consensus was 
for the Government to reduce its interference with refining 
industry operations. 

Specific actions would include 

--decontrol of domestic petroleum prices, 

--relaxation of some overly strict environmental 
standards, 

--speeding up the permit processes for construction 
of new projects, and 

--better coordination between agencies and departments 
currently organized around a single objective (e.g., 
DOE and EPA) to eliminate conflicting regulations and 
policies. 

Current Federal energy policies of moving toward eventual 
decontrol of oil and natural gas prices, while resulting in 
higher energy costs for the Nation, should result in the 
industry undertaking additional projects to improve efficiency. 



Many af the refiners felt that if, after decontrol is 
XXXMlpliShed, it is deemed desirable to provide further in- 
cent ives, consideration then could be given to providing 
special investment tax credits and accelerated depreciation 
for energy conservation projects to encourage and expedite 
their implementation, 

Some larger refining companies also felt that the enti- 
tlements program with its small-refinery bias provision 
should be ended, since it encourages construction and opera- 
tion of small and less energy-efficient refineries. 

The refiners believed that the additional lo-percent in-- 
vestment tax credit will not have a large impact on energy 
conservation efforts. Some refiners indicated that it could 
have some influence on marginal projects, 

Views of some small refiners differed somewhat from those 
of the larger companies. Some small refiners showed interest 
in the opportunity to receive low-interest loans for energy 
conservation projects, They also felt that information lrzn 
potential energy projects which have been identified or 
implemented by other refiners should be made available. The 
idea of DOE publishing facts on various energy-saving projects 
implemented by petroleum companies was well received. It was 
suggested that this publication could be in the form of a 
newsletter or a quarterly report. One small refiner felt DOE 
could provide some help in aiding small refiners, who could 
benefit substantially from having an independent consultant 
evaluate their refinery operations. There may be potential 
conservation projects overlooked by the small refiners be- 
cause of inadequate in-house technical capability. 

Iln the past, there have been proposals to use higher 
energy prices to encourage conservation, but targeting the 
price increases only at industry. The President's 1977 
Natianal Energy Plan proposed a tax on industrial and elec- 
tric utility use of oil and natural gas. Such a proposal 
not only would encourage industry and utilities to use ail 
and natural gas more efficiently, but might also result in 
some companies switching to lower costr nontaxed energy 
sources --coal and renewable resources. The Congress failed 
to enact the tax into law. 

An option for increasing refinery efficiency without 
directly raising energy prices would be to set industrial 
performance efficiency improvement goals by making the exist- 
ing voluntary industrial conservation reporting program 
mandatory. A criticism of the voluntary program is that 
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there are ncr penaltiA!s if the Frrdustxy eff ic iency improvement 
targets are not reached, and tkza.t the companies are nnt under- 
taking any more conservation projects than they would have 
without the program, A mandatory program could free conself- 
vation projects from having to compete against other corporate 
investment priorities for funding, 

In a previous comprehensive report 1/ that examined 
Federal energy conservation programs affgcting aL1 sectors 
of the economy, we also concluded that DBE’s voluntary in- 
dustrial conservation reporting program had resulted in 
little additional energy savings, We recommended that DOE, 
after considering the views of industry, implement a revised 
program to extend beyond 1980 which includ.es 

--development of a set of energy conservation goals tha.t,. 
reflect levels of energy conservation achievement for 
each industry within a specified time frame, 

--establishment of an energy conservation goal for each 
industry along with incentives, if necessary! to allow 
each industry to achieve its goal, 

--develapment of an adequate measure of each industry’s 
progress in achieving established goals, 

--establishment of specific milestones to assess each 
industry’s progress toward the goals, and 

--deveiopment of standby authorities to implement if 
milestones are not being met. 

Our examination of the refining industry has revealed 
that such a program, containing incentives and standby 

uthority to set mandatory standards, could be made to work 
but. might be cliff isul.t to administer o Whereas the voluntary 
reporting program established one efficiency improvement tar- 
yet for the entire industry, a mandatory program would proba- 
bly need to establish an individual standard for each refiner. 
The setting csf individual company efficiency improvement 
standards I even if only for the top 10 or 20 companies, would 
be difficult since no two refineries are alike, and energy 
usage varies greatly among refineries. One possible way 
around this problem might be to (1) set improvement, standards 
for groups of refinerie’s of similar complexity, age, or size, 
or (2) establish efficiency standards for major energy- 
consuming equipment used by refineries. 
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The role of the Federal Government to date in promoting 
increased use of coal. in industry has been ta both allow do- 
mestic oil and nat.ural gas price increases and to subsidize 
coal USC? f thus making coal more attractive; to prohibit by 
regulation the use of oil and natural. gas through DOE’s coal- 
switching program; and to promote improved coal utilization 
t:echnol.cqiss through coal research, development, demonstra-. 
tion, and commercialization activities, The refining indus- 
t r y a 6 position on use of coal has gen’erally been that refiners 
should decide when and if they should convert to coal rather 
than have the Government make the decision for them. 

Government policy can influence the interfuel. economics 
of competing energy sources, Removing oil and natural gas 
price: centrals, in addition to encouraging more efficient 
rt?finery fuel user will make direct inurni.ng of coal. and use 
of coal gas more attractive. Imposition of oil and gas user 
taxes 8 or more rapid removal of oil and gas price controls, 
wc>uld further increase the cost of these fuels and make coal 
leak even bet.ter. Such actions could expedite acceptance of 
coal use into this industry, but to what degree is still. con- 
jecture at this time. 

The prov.isions in the Energy Tax Act, that. allow an addi-~. 
tj.onal IO-percent investment tax credit on alternate energy 
pnraperty and permit a depreciation allowance far early retire- 
men ir: ~7 F 0 i 1 -j and gas-f ired boiPers provide some f inanc.iaI 
stimlus for converting to coal. However, most refiners felt 
these were insufficient to compensate far the increased capi- 
tal ouklay requirements and technological risks associated 
with cual. use * In addition, these incentives would not alter 
significantly the interfuel. economics, which must change if 
direct coal firing and/or coal. gas are tn become compeeitive 
energy Sources. 

DCIErs caa.J-switching program is a regulatory program 
designed to stimulate use lof coalr coal-derived products and 
other new ctnergy technalogies in industrry by prohibiting the 
use of petr’oleum or natural gas, To date, this regulatory 
approach a:oward fuel switching has not been very successful 
in the refining industry. ~hi.I.e t.he Fuel. Use Act. strengthened 
the ps ogr am, it is questionable how much impact the program 
will have a The exemptian provisiaass st.iILl allow companies 
to contir~ue burning ail and natural gas. All the .refiners 
we interviewed not: currently using coal had no plans to 
voluntarily switch to coal. c 
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DOE's coal gasification research, development, demon- 
stration, and commercialization activities have examined the 
use of coal gas in various industrial applications, while 
the refining industry possesses favorable technical attributes 
for using coal gas, DOE has not emphasized refinery applica- 
tions because the industry itself has not shown much interest 
in using coal gas. 

The proposed Synthetic Fuel. Corporation could signifi- 
cantly change the Federal Government's role in commercializing 
alternative energy technologies, including coal gasification. 
Instead of just funding commercialization studies, the Energy 
Security Corporation will be in a position to provide direct 
financial incentives. The Corporation could play a major role 
in helping gain industry's acceptance of coal gasification 
technologies. 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER 4 

L/U.S. General Accounting Office, "The Federal Government 
Should Establish and Meet Energy Conservation GoalsI" 
EMD-78-38 (Washington: U.S. General Accounting Office, 
1978). 
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CHAPTER 5 

CQNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The refining industry has been steadily taking measures 
over the years to improve its efficiency of energy use. The 
refiners we interviewed expect efficiency improvements to 
continue throughout the foreseeable future due to high energy 
prices, but Federal energy conservation policies and programs 
can speed up or hinder the pace at which these improvements 
are made. 

Opportunities exist for a significant portion of the 
refining industry’s energy needs to be met by coal, with the 
most potential coming from using medium-Btu coal gasification 
technologies. The major Federal energy programs designed to 
promote greater use of coal in industry have had little impact 
to date on the refining industry, but may have greater impact 
in the future. 

While we have looked at how Federal conservation pro- 
grams and policies have impacted on only one industry--the 
refining industry-- we believe sufficient par.allels exist 
between the industry and industry as a whole for us to draw 
some conclusi.ons and make recommendations having general 
industrial application. 

IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

DOE’s voluntary industrial energy conservation report- 
ing program-- the Government’s most visible program designed 
to improve energy efficiency in industry--has not played a 
major role, but has had some impact on petroleum refiners’ 
energy conservation efforts. The 20-percent efficiency 
improvement target set by the program will likely be achieved 
by the refining industry, but the industry would probably 
have achieved a 20-percent improvement anyway. Economic 
factors-- the cost of fuel ---have been and are expected to con- 
tinue to be the prime incentive driving energy conservation. 

While a more challenging industrial efficiency improve- 
ment program, containing incentives and standby authority to 
set mandatory standards, such as we have previ.ously recom- 
mended (see p. 48) might result in higher levels of energy 
savings than the volunthry program, we do not believe such a 
program is needed at this time, on top of the recent massive 
oil price increases. Given the dramatic jump in energy prices 
during the past year, additional energy conservation opportun- 
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ities beyond those previously envisioned should now be cost 
effective, and further increases in energy efficiency in the 
refining industry, and other industries as well, should be 
realized in future years. The adoption of stronger programs 
by DOE, however# should not be ruled out in the future if 
circumstances change. 

We believe the voluntary efficiency improvement targets 
have served a useful function in the refining industry and 
deserve to be continued for the 10 most energy-consuming 
industries. The existence of new improvement targets beyond 
1980 will afford a degree of visibility and a measuring stick 
for industry's conservation efforts that would not be there 
otherwise, While the targets may not lead to greater levels 
of conservation effort-than would occur otherwise, they might 
help prevent any slippage or deemphasis of conservation in the 
future. The new targets should be developed with industry's 
assistance and involvement so as to commit each industry to 
meeting its target. 

The additional lo-percent investment tax credit is not 
expected to have a major impact on refiners' energy conser- 
vation efforts, but could possibly have some influence on 
marginal projects. The recent extension of the tax credit 
for certain conservation investments beyond 1982 makes the 
credit more attractive, but the refiners felt the credit is 
not large enough to significantly influence their investment 
decisions. 

Such proposals as low-interest loans and accelerated 
depreciation were more attractive to the smaller refiners 
than the tax credit, 

INCREASING COAL USE 

Direct use of coal 

The direct burning of coal in refineries has limited 
potential because 

--it is not practicable today to burn coal in refinery 
process heat applications (65 percent of a 
refineryIs energy reyuirements) and 

--most existing refinefy boilers (supplying 25 percent 
of energy needs) were not designed to burn coal. 
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The most potential for coal use lies with future refinery 
boiler expansions and replacements, but refiners expressed 
great reluctance to adopt coal-fired boilers for economic, 
technical, and environmental reasons. 

DOEns coal-switching program has had little impact on 
the refining industry. The Fuel Use Act amended and strength- 
ened the program, but it is still questionable how successful 
the program will be. 

Indirectly, the coal-switching program may be hindering 
efforts to improve energy efficiency. One refiner intends 
to delay replacing old inefficient boilers to await the out- 
come of those refiners seeking exemptions. Two other refiners 
informed us they would continue to operate older equipment 
unless they can replace the equipment with oil- and gas-fired 
boilers rather than coal-fired boilers. 

Coal gasification ---- ---- ----- 

The refining industry possesses favorable technical 
characteristics for adoption of coal gasification technology, 
but near-term conversion will be hindered by the cost of the 
coal gas, Refiners we interviewed have no plans to adopt 
coal gasification technology, but seemed to favor coal gasi- 
fication to the direct burning of coal. 

Selected Government ,actions such as removal of petroleum 
and gas price controls, or imposing oil and gas user taxes 
could significantly alter the interfuel economics of alter- 
native energy sources and improve the attractiveness of coal 
gas. The recent world-wide oil price increases should help 
improve the economics of coal gasification processes. 

Medium-Btu gas is strongly preferred to low-Btu gas in 
this industry because of the comparative ease of facility 
retrofit, gas distribution economics, its closer approxima- 
tion to refinery gas quality, and scale considerations. 
Low-Btu gas, however f may be preferred in site-specific situ- 
ations or remote areas. 

Federal coal gasification activities have not been di- 
rected toward demonstrating the use of coal gas in a refinery 
application since the refining industry has not shown much 
interest in coal gasification. However, since coal gas could 
potentially displace a significant amount of oil and natural 
gas used in refineries, the industry should not be ignored 
as a possible coal gas user. It is apparent from our inter- 
views that (1) the refining industry is not likely to use 
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coal. gas until it can be more certain about the costs and 
reliability of the gasification processes, and (2) no re- 
finer appears willing to take the risk in building a gasi- 
fication plant to obtain actual operating data. Thus, DOE 
may have to take the lead in seeing that reliable technical 
and economic data are available. 

$XOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY 

Pursuant to provisions of the National Energy Conserva- 
tion Policy Act that provide for DOE to recommend to the 
Congress changes in the industrial energy conservation re- 
porting program, we recommend that the Secretary of Energy 
request legislative authority to develop new industrial 
energy efficiency improvement targets for the 10 most energy- 
consuming industries. New legislation may technically not 
be needed since Section 372 of EPCA already gives DOE broad 
authority to implement programs ""to promote increased energy 
efficiency by American industry." However, we believe a 
specific legislative mandate would be appropriate in this 
instance to add congressional support behind DOE's efforts 
and help dampen possible objections by industry. 

The Secretary should closely monitor industrial energy 
usage and progress towards achieving the new improvement 
targets. If progress is unsatisfactory or if national policy 
dictates that greater industrial energy conservation savings 
should be achieved, the Secretary can develop additional 
programs, including proposals to change the investment tax 
credit, to assure that conservation goals are met. 

Several changes need ts be made in the new efficiency 
improvement targets based on experience of the targets that 
expired January 1, 1980, First, savings in oil and natural 
gas should be recognized, as well as savings in overall Btu's 
per unit of input. Secondly, the new improvement targets 
should extend at least through 1990 so that major equipment 
replacement and additions can be factored into the new 
targets. 

We also recommend that the Secretary examine the extent 
to which companies in all industries are neglecting to re- 
place old energy-inefficient equipment because of DOE's coal- 
switching program, and take appropriate measures if a signi- 
ficant problem is seen to exist. Tt does not make sense that 
a program designed to reduce U.S. dependence on imported oil 
may actually be having an opposite effect, If there is a 
problem, ane possible solution might be for DOE to allow com- 
panies to replace old boilers with new oil- and gas-fired 
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boilers if the company can demonstrate that the new equipment 
is significantl.y more energy efficient than the old equipment. 

Lastly, we recommend that the Secretary, working with 
industry, take further steps to demonstrate coal gasification 
technologies in a variety of industrial applications, including 
the refining industry if appropriate, to advance the develop- 
ment of more comprehensive economic and technical data based 
an actual operating conditi.ons. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

We recommend that the Congress take the initiative to 
enact legislation requiring DOE to develop new industrial 
energy efficiency improvement targets if DOE fails to request 
the necessary legislative authority. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

We furnished a draft of this report to DOE for their 
comments. DOE agreed with our assessment that gas produced 
from coal may become more attractive to refiners than direct 
burning of coal. However, DOE disagreed with the report in 
several areas. 

DOE stated that our report appeared to evaluate and 
criti,cize Federal programs from the refining industry's 
viewpoint rather than from the broader, more objective per- 
spective of national energy considerations. We believe our 
report objectively portrays the impact Federal energy conser- 
vation policies and programs have had on the refining industry. 
The report does include the comments of the refining industry, 
as it should. IYJE may not agree with these comments, but any 
appraisal of industrial conservation programs must consider 
the views and reactions of the affected industries. 

UOE said our report appears to accept the refining in- 
dustry rationale for opposing the use of coal. We were con- 
cerned with assessing how DOE's coal-switching program 
affected the refining industry and what impact the program 
might have in the future. While it would be nice if the re- 
fining industry voluntarily committed itself to greater coal 
use, we believe there are legitimate economic and technical 
obstacles why it is not reasonable to expect the industry to 
da so. Further, we did not state, as ROE contends, that the 
refining industry be excluded from complying with the Fuel 
Use Act. We reported that several refiners interviewed plan- 
ned to continue using old inefficient oil- or gas-fired equip- 
ment rather than modernizing and risk being forced to burn 



coa.1 D 'This concerned us since it appears to be contrary 
to the intent of the Fuel Use Act. Therefore r we are recom- 
mending that DOE investigate further to determine whether 
this is happening with regularity throughout industry, or is 
an infrequent occurrence and nothing to worry about. 

DOE stated that the report inaccurately portrayed its 
industrial energy conservation reporting program as the 
8Government"s primary industrial conservation program when, 
~dollar-wise r it represented only a small portion of DOE's 
total activities in the industrial conservation area. 'our 
description of the reporting program as the "'primary"' in- 
dustrial conservation program was meant more in terms of 
industry-wide visibility and application than dollars spenL 
DOE agrees that the program has been the Government's most 
visible industrial conservation program. We have made . 
appropriate changes in the report to clarify our meaning, 

DOE commented that the report failed to mention that it 
was required by law to set industrial efficiency improvement 
goals that were both technically and economically achievable. 
while the report discussed the fact that DOE had set goals 
that were technically and economically achievable, it did r?cri: 
specifically state that DOE was legally required to do so, 
We have revised the report to recognize this fact. 

Finally, D0E stated that our recommendation tso establish 
new industrial effLciency improvement targets was illogical 
since we had cancluded that the old targets had not resulted 
in any energy savings. The repclrt recognizes that new t.argets 
may not result in greater energy savings than would have 
occurred without the targets. Ftowever # we believe that new 
targets can serve a useful fun'ction in terms of (I) being a 
reference point against which irXlustxy's progress can be 
measured, ~(2.) providing visibi?ity to in'dustrial conservation * aetrvlties and (3) helping prevent possible future 'deemphasis 
of conserv;tion b-y industry, 
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Department of Energy 
Washington, D.C 20585 

MAR 1 9 i%:! 

Mr, J. Dexter Peach 
Energy and I%nerals Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the GAO draft 
report entitled "The Petroleum Refining Industry--A Case Study Of HOW 
One Industry Approaches Energy Conservation." The Department of Energy 
(DOE) believes that sound Federal programs to improve energy efficiency 
and to promote conversion from oil and natural. gas to alternative fuels 
by the petroleum refining industry are needed to achieve national energy 
goals. The draft GAO report appears to evaluate and criticize some of 
these Federal programs from predominantly the refining industry's view- 
point, rather than from the broader, more objective perspective of 
national energy considerations. Evaluating Federal. programs and form- 
ulating recommendations from such a limited viewpoint is misleading and 
not. helpful in achieving national. energy objectives. 

The draft GAO report appears to accept refining industry rationale for 
opposing the conversion from oil and natural gas to coal. Technical, 
environmental, physical and economic limitations are described as 
obstacles blocking this industry's conversion to coal. DOE recognizes 
that obstacles do exist. However, none of the limitations presented in 
the report are unique to the refining industry. Other major industries 
and utilities are contending with these problems and in many cases are 
successfully overcoming them. 

The draft report discusses the petroleum refining industry's aversion to 
participating in the expanded Federal coal switching program based on 
the revised Fuel Use Act. The primary intent of this Act is to force a 
reduction. in nil and natural gas usage by industry, The report reflects 
the industry's opinion that the fuel swi.tehing program is counterpro- 
ductive, and cites examples where compliance is actually hampering some 
firms' efforts to use more efficient boilers. We do not agree with the 
report's contention that the petroleum refining industry should receive 
special consideration or be excluded from compliance with the Fuel Use 
Act. The rationale'offered to support special. consideration for the 
refluers appears to be that they will be able to conserve oil and gas by 
purc:hasing more energy efficient units. Amounts of oil and gas conserved 
in this manner arc miniscul.e compared to the savings which would accrue 
through the industry's installation of coal or alternative fuel-fired 
units i.n compliance with the Puel. Use Act, Refiners can petition for an 
exemption from the provisions of the Act for a variety of reasons, such 
as environmenta1. requirements, site limitations and cost. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

DOE understands the refining industry's current concerns over converting 
to coal. The Department recognizes that gas fuel produced from coal may 
become more attractive to some refiners than the direct burning of coal. 
The Federal coal gasification program recognizes the petroleum refinery 
industry as a potential coal gas user. 

With respect to references made to the Federal industrial energy conser- 
vation reporting program, DOE agrees that program targets afford added 
visibility and a means of measuring industrial conservation efforts. 
However, the draft GAO report does not reflect a realistic understanding 
of the program or its impact on industry. The draft report states that 
the reporting program is I'.*. the Government's primary program designed 
to improve energy efficiency in industry,,." and further that the program 
is the " ,..main Federal program designed to promote energy efficiency by 
industry in general and by the refining industry in particular..." 
Neither of these statements accurately characterizes the program. The 
reporting program may appear to be the primary program to the refining 
industry because of its visibility. Other major Federal programs, such 
as the Waste Energy Reduction Program, the Industrial Cogeneration 
Program and the Industrial Process Efficiency Program are of at least 
equal importance. The Department‘s emphasis on these programs is 
indicated by the following budget allocations for FY 1979 and E'Y 1980: 

PROGRtiMS FY 79 FY 813 

Waste Energy Reduction $ 15,240 $ 16,450 
Industrial Cogeneration 5,000 11,250 
Industrial Process Efficiency 14,400 20,675 
Deployment and Monitoring 3,160 9,eoo 

(Implementation L Analysis) $2,351 $9,500 
(Monitoring and Reporting) 309 3630 

TOTAL $ 37,800 $ 58,975 

The reporting program constitutes only $300,000 out of the $58 million 
budgeted for industrial related conservation programs in Fiscal Year 
1980. 

In summarizing the impact and result of DOE's voluntary energy conserva- 
tion program, the draft GAO report states that achieving the 20% improvement 
goal by the refining industry was largely a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
'The report reflects industry's view that they "...would probably have 
achieved a 20% improvement without the program."' GAO concludes that 
rising fuel costs, and not the reporting program, was the prime incentive 
driving energy conservation in the refining industry. The draft report 
does not indicate that the Department of Energy was required by Congress 
to establish improvement targets that were both technically and economically 
achievable. Admittedly, an important factor in private industry Decisions 
is econorrics. The targets that were established, by law, recognized 
this. 



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

The hasis for the recommendation that either DOE or Congress take the 
initiative to develop new industry targets to improve energy efficiency 
is not well founded. The need for new targets is not demonstrated in 
the draft. report. The report repeatedly asserts that energy savings are 
the same with or without targets. As indicated in the report, rising 
fuel. costs should cause the refining industry to continue to emphasize 
energy conservation. If the GAO evaluation of the effectiveness and 
utility of reporting targets is valid, the recommendation for further 
Federal involvement in target-setting is illogical. 

Comments of an editorial nature have been provided directly to members 
of your staff. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft 
report and trust, you will consider our comments in preparing the final 
report. 

Sincerely, 

Jack E. Hobbs 

(003230) 
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